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receptor subtypes in
bovine adrenal

glomerulosa cells.
The adenylate

cyclase activity in
bovine adrenal

glomerulosa cells is
increased by the

beta 2-adrenoceptor
agonist, salbutamol,

and the alpha
2-adrenoceptor

agonist, clonidine.
Salbutamol acts as a
partial agonist with

respect to the
adenylate cyclase
response whereas
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clonidine acts as an
antagonist. These

results are
consistent with the

presence of two
different receptor
subtypes in bovine

adrenal glomerulosa
cells: one beta

2-adrenoceptor and
one alpha

2-adrenoceptor.Back
from the grave: live
gels amid a mass of

DNA. Gene and
genome sequencing

projects are
producing large
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quantities of DNA
sequence data. A

major challenge for
post-genomic

sequencing is to
identify the DNA

sequences that are
biologically

meaningful, or have
specific functions.

The major difficulty
in identifying

biologically relevant
DNA sequences lies
in the large size of
the sequence data.
We have developed

a method for
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visualization of the
DNA, allowing the
gels to be scanned
and the data matrix
to be presented in a
way that allows the

user to discern
patterns in it. The
user needs only to
look for repeating
DNA patterns, or
regions of high

sequence
similarity.There's a
long list of things

that happen during a
long winter: iced
over mailboxes,
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frozen drinking
water, snow-covered
trees and branches,
squirrels that live

year-round outside,
and of course indoor

weather
observations! The

winter weather and
climate office is still
around (though I'm

not sure the location
has been updated in
several years!) and

has a long list of
important weather

and climate
observations that
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should be made.
Even with the year-

round frozen ground,
the office remains
open to record an
observation. How

does the 6d1f23a050
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